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ABSTRACT
The language of nature is mathematics and this language is the language of execution. Now in this
discussion we try to identify the relationship between zero and nature and also determine the role and
relation of this number in fluidity and water in the planet earth. We have to say that zero iin
mathematics is a basic number and when it releases in the horizon of the planet earth it establishes the
water in the planet earth. Now how this number enter into the horizon of the planet earth. This is the
discussion that we want to follow till the end of this article and to develop it we have to define the
horizon of the planet earth. We continue this discussion as far as our imagination let us to follow this
discussion.

Horizon, Zero.
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

The density of the planet earth is combined with zero and the
result
lt of this combination for our planet is broadening the
horizon. In this discussion we define zero phenomenon, the
combination of zero with the density of horizon and the planet
earth. This is a special phenomenon that makes the planet earth
an exception. In this respect the planet earth in the solar system
is the only planet where the water can enter into the horizon
and surrounding area through seas and oceans. Then this water
back to the earth in the form of rain and snow. Rainfall in the
form of rain and
d snow has a direct relation with releasing the
zero in the horizon of the planet earth. Now how zero enters
into the horizon of the planet earth that can handle rainfall and
snow showers (zero is formed and released into the planet earth
from symmetry between
ween frigidity of the earth and sunheat). In
previous study about seasons the symmetry number, which is
number 1, in our planet creates when symmetry establishes
between frigidity and sun heat, now from this symmetry
number one obtained and the zero released.
ed. In fact in the
horizon of the planet earth zero handle number one and it
creates a rotary cycle. In this article we study about water and
the role of zero in the planet earth. For further information
about symmetry you can see an article about seasons (Why Are
There Four Seasons in Nature).

The method is mainly focus on experience. We try to define
zero in mathematics and nature and explain that zero in the
surface and horizon of the planet earth always handle the water
cycle (whether this water is in the form of ice, liquid or gas).
We know that meteorology organizations all around the world
measure the weather of the planet earth base on zero so zero is
a basic number in measuring the weather. Zero shows changes
in weather, it means that it is the number that always fluctuated
and temperature becomes positive or negative and this is the
point that we want to discuss. We explain that released zero in
nature and the horizon of the earth is a kind of symmetry that
consists of both positive and negative zero and formed united
zero. Positive zero goes the temperature up and negative zero
goes it down. In fact rainfall is the same a positive zero from
sun enters into the water which is in the form of vap
vapor in space
and horizon and a negative zero makes the vapor cool, change
it to the water and send it down. When a positive and negative
zero unified they create rotatory cycle for water. We have to
say that zero in the horizon of the planet earth crook the
horizon and stop the movement of vapor that enter into the
space from the surface of seas and oceans and return it back
into the planet earth in the form of water. Explanation and
understanding of this characteristic combined with joy because
mathematics works for human is to explain happiness and we
measure the correction of sentences with this joy. In this study
we examine zero and it creates a limits in the horizon of the
planet earth. We try to show the necessity of realizing zero in
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the process of growth and water production in the surface of
the planet earth and this release is not coincidental this is the
result of symmetry and organized water cycle in the planet
earth (ascent and descent of water). In fact whenever this
number released in horizon the water produced, it means that
the water separated from ice and changed into the liquid then
enter into the horizon of the planet earth. This cycle is repeated,
water is created in space and return back to the ground. Zero
always comes along with water whether this water is gas, ice or
liquid. In ice form zero is negative that created from frigidity of
the planet, in liquid and vapor form zero is positive that created
from sun in the horizon of the planet earth. Zero determines the
limits of the horizon of the planet earth. All the boiling and
roaring of rivers, springs, seas and oceans is the result of
releasing zero in the horizon of the planet earth. This zero
creates broadening horizon and also determines the limits of
the horizon of the planet earth in order to water flowing
through the horizon and continue its cycle. Zero broadening
horizon determines the way that water flow and through the
space this water spread into the rivers, spring, mountains and
oceans.

The zero phenomenon in the horizon of the planet like mars
does not exist and the zero does not work on mars. This planet
only has a negative zero that cannot enter into the horizon.
Now imagine that frozen lakes exist in the mars and this ices
want to produce water, first the positive zero must be exist in
the horizon, the positive zero from the vapor of water and
because the lack of positive zero this condition never happen.
Then the planet mars cannot hold the water and its vapor and
vacate it out of the planet. Nature that works with mathematics
cannot produce water without zero. In this study we want to
discover the zero and show the necessity of its existance in the
horizon of the planet earth. In the planet mars that the zero does
not work a problem arises in the time, it means time depend on
the zero and without zero time does not have any sense. In the
horizon of the planet mars where the zero does not work the
time has a permanent presence that means the time constantly
start.
Conclusion
The language of nature is mathematics and zero in mathematics
is a basic number. Where zero enters into the planet earth it
break the horizon and cause growing in the planet earth. The
zero works well in the planet earth and it determines the limits
in the planet earth. Zero determines how water cycle starts and
ends in our planet so the beginning and ending of any
movements in our planet reach to the zero and zero connected
water to the planet earth.
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